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1 Kitchens as Technology and Politics: An Introduction

Ruth Oldenziel and Karin Zachmann1

On 24 July 1959, an act of diplomatic high drama thrust the cold war

kitchen onto center stage. That summer in Moscow, General Electric’s

lemon-yellow kitchen provided the unlikely backdrop for the now famous

debate between American Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Soviet

Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev. As he gestured toward the kitchen exhibit

in the American national exhibit at the Moscow fair, Nixon lectured the

communist leader on the advantages of living in the United States and,

more to the point, of consuming under American-style capitalism. The ex-

change, later dubbed the ‘‘kitchen debate,’’ seemed ‘‘more like an event

dreamed up by a Hollywood scriptwriter than a confrontation [between]

two of the world’s leading statesmen,’’ the New York Times reported. ‘‘It

was perhaps the most startling personal international incident since the

war,’’ the paper declared.2

Why would world leaders invest so much political capital in a discussion

of kitchens, refrigerators, and the home? At first glance, modern kitchens

may seem to be neither a likely political set piece for diplomacy nor a con-

tender in the engineering race for superior cars, computers, and nuclear

missiles. But during the first part of the twentieth century, modernist

kitchens were considered technological marvels. In the nineteenth century,

only upper-class families had separate basement kitchens that were com-

plete with tables, furnaces, and servant-operated pumps. Most working-

class or farming families cooked on a coal or petroleum stove with a side

table in the same space where they worked, cooked, and slept. The radical

innovation of the twentieth-century urban, modernist kitchen was the

creation of a separate space with modular square appliances, a unified

look, an unbroken flow of countertops and counter fronts over appliances,

and standard measurements. These electrical and mechanical units were set

into an integrated, mass-produced ensemble that could only be identified



with discrete buttons. All component parts—from cabinetry to plumbing

—matched to create a unified, modernist experience.3

Today, the phrase modern kitchen sounds normal and does not suggest

the radical meaning of what it denotes. For the purposes of this collection,

therefore, we define kitchen as a complex, technological artifact that ranks

with computers, cars, and nuclear missiles. We also claim that the modern

kitchen embodies the ideology of the culture to which it belongs. Modern-

ist kitchens are places filled with gadgetry, of course. More to the point,

they are assembled into a unified, modular ensemble and connected with

the large technological systems that came to define the twentieth century.

Electrical grids, gas networks, water systems, and the food chain all come

together in the floor plans that connect kitchens to housing, streets, cities,

and infrastructures via an intricate web of large technical systems. The

Never-before published photograph of the famous kitchen debate in Moscow on 24

July 1959 between Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev and American Vice President

Richard M. Nixon. American national exhibition guide Lois Epstein demonstrates

how the typical American housewife might use the General Electric combination

washer-dryer to the two world leaders. The presence of Epstein in the picture contra-

dicts the main cold war narrative of the kitchen debate as a conversation between

men about the ideas of capitalism and communism (the first photo in chapter 3).

Nixon’s press handlers popularized this interpretation of the visit, which has domi-

nated scholarship ever since. Source: Photograph by Howard Sochurek for Time/Life

Pictures. With permission of Getty Images.
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kitchen is thus simultaneously the sum total of artifacts, an integrated

ensemble of standardized parts, a node in several large technological sys-

tems, and a spatial arrangement. Each of these technological components

is shaped by a host of social actors that have built and maintained them.

Kitchens are as deeply social as they are political.

The Nixon-Khrushchev kitchen debate demonstrates that artifacts are

fused with politics in both small and big ways. Two decades ago, political

scientist Langdon Winner famously posited that artifacts do articulate poli-

tics. He sought to counter the then fashionable idea that the outcomes of

technological developments are inevitable or divorced from society and

politics.4 He argued instead that artifacts are the materialized outcomes of

the ‘‘small’’ politics of interest groups. The kitchen debate also offers an

example of the technopolitics (to cite the notion coined by historian of tech-

nology Gabrielle Hecht) of how ‘‘big’’ politics can mobilize artifacts. In the

cold war, politicians strategically used kitchens to constitute, embody, and

enact their political goals.5 As Nixon and Khrushchev realized, their kitch-

en debate cut to the heart of the kinds of technical artifacts and systems

that their respective societies would produce. The shape and directions of

innovations, politicians well understood, resulted from political choices.

Both politicians discussed the kitchen as a technopolitical node that linked

the state, the market, and the family. Other cold war statesmen—like Win-

ston Churchill (United Kingdom), Ludwig Erhard (West Germany), and

Walter Ulbricht (East Germany)—also considered kitchen appliances as

the building blocks for the social contract between citizens and the state.6

Discussing kitchens and domestic appliances achieved still more. Focusing

on the domestic domain helped anchor a traditional gender hierarchy at

the very historical juncture when the feminist movement, socialist ideol-

ogy, and war emergencies had fundamentally challenged conventional

women’s roles.7 The cold war was thus a time in which the kitchen became

a heated political arena.

To understand why political leaders came to view kitchens as an impor-

tant weapon in their diplomatic arsenal, we need to analyze the broader

geopolitical context of that debate at the time. The superpower politicians

may have disagreed on many issues during the cold war, but they found

common diplomatic ground in the idea that science and technology were

the true yardsticks of a society’s progress. This shared political framework

turned science and technology into a potent battleground. The superpowers

were aiming missiles at each other, but the culture arena offered a dip-

lomatic meeting point with science and technology as lingua franca. Like-

wise, international exhibitions presented the superpowers with a common,
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if contested, terrain. Both viewed exhibitions as the perfect stage for com-

peting and for comparing their nation’s scientific and technological perfor-

mance. Before World War I, world fairs had been places of international

communication and exchange, but in the twentieth century, politicians

discovered that they also could serve as ideal stages for political propa-

ganda. The 1959 international exhibits in Moscow and New York were no

exception.

In 1958, as part of an East-West cultural exchange, the Soviets agreed

to host a U.S. exhibition in Moscow in July 1959. It marked a momentary

thaw in the cold war, sandwiched between the 1957 Sputnik satellite

launch, the 1961 Berlin wall construction, and the 1962 Cuban missile

crisis.8 To reciprocate, Americans would host a Soviet exhibit in New York

a few weeks earlier. The Soviet show was held in New York in June 1959 and

emphasized the USSR’s most advanced and prestigious technologies—such

as Sputnik satellites, space capsules, heavy machinery, and a model nuclear

ice breaker. The fair also displayed fashions, furs, dishes, televisions, and

row after row of kitchen appliances like washers and fridges, which were

to demonstrate the Soviets’ readiness to boost individual consumption.

Khrushchev had promised that the Soviet Union would match or even sur-

pass the United States in consumer durables like domestic appliances by

1965 at the end of the seven-year plan he had just announced. His confi-

dence in meeting this ambitious goal rested on the Soviets’ spectacular suc-

cesses in space and military technologies. A nation that could build atomic

bombs and launch satellites into orbit around the earth surely would have

no problem producing washing machines and TV sets for its citizens.

A few weeks later, in Moscow, the American exhibit foregrounded con-

sumer goods. The Dome, an aluminum geodesic structure that projected the

future, housed exhibit panels presenting America’s most recent achieve-

ments in space research, nuclear research, chemistry, medicine, agriculture,

education, and labor productivity. Next door, the Glass Exhibition Hall

showcased material goods for home and leisure.9 The prominence of

the Glass Exhibition Hall announced that consumerism was no longer a

side show of production and military technologies.10 Collaborating at full

throttle, the U.S. government and American corporations mounted an ex-

hibition that displayed American automobiles, Pepsi carbonated beverages,

and the latest voting machines. Also featured were at least three fully

equipped kitchens, including a futuristic RCA Whirlpool ‘‘miracle kitchen,’’

which required women only to push buttons to run it, and a labor-saving

General Mills kitchen that emphasized frozen foods and other convenience

comestibles. The real highlight, though, was General Electric’s lemon-yellow
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At the Soviet trade and cultural exhibition in New York in June 1959, refrigerators

were exhibited next to space capsules, heavy machinery, and agricultural equipment

to showcase Soviet prowess in mass-production capabilities and to show that the

USSR could turn out rockets as easily as household appliances. In contrast to the

American exhibit at the Moscow fair, few if any images are available of the Soviet

exhibit in New York; a 1958 issue of the public-relations magazine Sowjetunion did

feature modern house planning, design, and household appliances like the refrigera-

tor presented here as a socialist future just around the corner. Source: Sowjetunion 99

(1958): 9.
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kitchen, which was located in a full-scale, ranch-style American house. It

was this kitchen that succeeded in acquiring iconic status. On the eve

of the 1959 exhibit, however, its success as a symbol of American public

relations was in no way ensured. The American displays were put together

hastily and in anxious response to the Soviets’ popular appeal that all social

classes should have access to technology’s progress. Indeed, the U.S. public-

ity campaign insisted that the American model house also represented an

‘‘average’’ home that was available to all Americans. If for American offi-

cials, the success of the Moscow exhibit marked a milestone in their cold

war struggle, to the Soviets, the American public relations declaration of

victory symbolized that the United States had changed the rule of the

superpower game of what ‘‘real’’ technology meant. According to American

boosters, from then on, technology was to be measured in terms of con-

sumer goods rather than space and nuclear technologies.

Two years prior to the American exhibit in Moscow in 1959, the RCA/Whirlpool

Miracle Kitchen was sent on a European tour starting in Milan at the request of the

U.S. Department of Commerce. Source: Courtesy of Whirlpool Corporation.
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In their public-relations game, the Americans caught the communist

regime off guard. On the eve of the exhibit, Khrushchev had good reason

for displaying an ebullient confidence in the Soviets’ technological prow-

ess. A mere two years earlier, in 1957, the Soviets had blown America’s

self-confidence with the launch of the space satellite Sputnik. That event

would motivate Americans to create the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA), established on 29 July 1958, and to increase spec-

tacularly U.S. government spending on scientific research and technical

education.

No wonder that the American way of defining technological advancement

in consumer terms in their public relations exasperated the Soviets. For

the Soviets, the emphasis on individual consumer goods, moreover, was a

moot rhetorical point. Soviet leaders were dedicated to technological sys-

tems that would be accessible to and affordable for all citizens. The regime

invested, for example, in buses, trains, and taxis instead of privately owned

cars.11 During the Khrushchev era, the state initiated housing programs

that were designed to solve housing and labor shortages by combining a

flat for the nuclear family with collective consumer facilities such as child-

care centers and public laundries.12

During the late 1950s, Soviet leaders may have felt pressured into allow-

ing some private consumption to shore up their authority, but in terms of

economic policy, the Soviets focused their efforts first and foremost on

rebuilding production capacity rather than on encouraging individual con-

sumption. Such policy priorities were not limited to the communist coun-

tries. Even most (Western) European policy makers—including the British,

Dutch, and Swedish—focused on reigniting heavy industry rather than on

stoking the fires of consumption.13 Indeed, all postwar societies in Europe

had to cope with massive housing shortages that lasted well into the 1960s.

Government reconstruction planning therefore favored apartment houses

—which were built with prefab concrete slabs in standardized modules

and resembled socialized forms of housing—rather than the detached

homes that symbolized individual consumption. Facing similar problems,

European governments—in both East and West—decided on technical

solutions that generated housing and kitchens that bore striking resem-

blances on both sides of the iron curtain. Through its Marshall Plan, how-

ever, the United States pushed for (not always successfully) a European

economy based on an order of the New Deal-Fordist-Marshall Plan that

encouraged individual patterns of (mass) consumption and that would

serve both an expanding market for American and West European business
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and a bulwark against the Soviet bloc for American foreign relations

strategists.14

Kitchens were one target in this strategy. The American vice president’s

well-planned kitchen debate with party leader Nikita Khrushchev in Mos-

cow in front of the GE kitchen was thus a calculated choice on Nixon’s

part. The kitchen debate appeared to be—and so it has been canonized in

American historical writing—a fundamental controversy between the two

superpowers of the cold war. On closer inspection, the kitchen debate looks

more like a transatlantic clash between American corporate and European

welfare-state visions of technological development. The American press

and subsequent scholarship may have declared that Nixon won the propa-

ganda game, but Khrushchev’s ideas turned out to be closer to European

design choices and technological trajectories than Nixon’s. At a time when

the United States faced a profound identity crisis, Nixon’s campaign also

sought to address the home front, where the American wonder kitchens

that were showcased in Moscow shaped America’s postwar identity based

on mass-scale consumption.15

Nixon was not the first to choose the kitchen as an ideal battleground. A

range of social actors—from manufacturers and modernist architects to

housing reformers and feminists—have turned the kitchen floor into their

platform for debating the ideal future.16 When the bonds of traditional

communities ruptured and the nuclear family advanced to the basic struc-

ture of the social order, the kitchen became a main stage for performing it.

Here family meals were produced that structured the nuclear family

through the daily ritual of the shared meal.17 In the early twentieth cen-

tury, the kitchen represented a bellwether for a host of new technological

developments. Domestic reformers had started to shift their attention to

the kitchen as their working terrain and area of expertise during the

1910s. In an earlier century, the parlor had been domestic reformers’ icono-

graphic center, but in the twentieth century, the kitchen became the stage

where social actors performed a domesticity that was articulated in explic-

itly technical terms.18 Producers began to discover the enormous marketing

potential that the kitchen and the domestic domain commanded. When

manufacturers felt they had exhausted the innovation possibilities of the

production systems to push their products, they started to explore con-

sumption sites. They tinkered with the laws of demand rather than supply.

For the first time, they began to focus on women as potential consumers.

During the 1930s Depression, in particular, kitchens, food, and houses

served as welcome tools in manufacturers’ strategy to pry open market

niches for new products. Modernist architects, too, began to map and
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design kitchens as the most suitable site for elaborating on their modernist

vocabulary and ideals.

For many social actors, the kitchen figured both as symbol and as mate-

rial fact of modernism and of technology. To discuss the kitchen was to dis-

cuss the technological innovations and promises of the twentieth century.

To evoke these innovations in model kitchens was to make technologi-

cal promises in visually familiar terms that were suitable for public con-

sumption. The debate took place in an era in which most people felt

that novel technologies such as the atomic bomb threatened the routines

of their daily lives or could even be lethal.19 The 1957 atom exhibition at

Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport is a case in point. Dutch exhibit organizers

mounted a General Motors Kitchen of Tomorrow to mobilize public

Press release staging Mrs. Housewife in the RCA/Whirlpool Miracle Kitchen, which

was originally the company’s research and development testing kitchen and had an

automatic kitchen-floor cleaner and an electronic oven. RCA/Whirlpool promised

housewives that they could prepare a steak in minutes and muffins in 35 seconds.

This kitchen—one of four demonstration kitchens that corporate America showed

at the American exhibition in Moscow in July 1959—evoked the ire of Khrushchev

when he questioned its hyped technological promises: ‘‘They have no useful pur-

pose. They are merely gadgets.’’ Source: Courtesy of Whirlpool Corporation.
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support for nuclear energy. In pairing a nuclear reactor with a kitchen of

tomorrow, the organizers effectively sought to ‘‘domesticate’’ nuclear tech-

nology into familiar categories.20 Kitchens were places for cooking and

cleaning. They also served as models of technological change, as metaphors

for modernism, and as microcosms of new consumer regimes of the twen-

tieth century. The well-equipped kitchen was a key modernist indicator for

society’s civilization in the twentieth century.

Users in Historical Context

For sociologists and historians of technology, the kitchen provides a prom-

ising new research site. It offers a rich unit of analysis for understanding the

biography of an artifact and its many dimensions—political, cultural, eco-

nomic, and ecological.21 We argue that for studies in the history and soci-

ology of technology, kitchens deserve as much scholarly attention as cars,

computers, and satellite systems. The kitchen also serves as an ideal entry

point for understanding how users have mattered in the shaping of techno-

logical change.

Cold War Kitchen seeks to examine how a host of social actors con-

structed, mediated, and domesticated innovations on the kitchen floor. As

the distance between producers and consumers widened during the twenti-

eth century, new kinds of professionals invented knowledge domains to

close the gap between the demands of producers and consumers. The

home became the site where that gap was most acute. Male politicians,

manufacturers, and designers experienced the domestic domain as a virtu-

ally unknown territory that needed to be mapped and conquered from a

functionalist point of view. Women users and user-representative organiza-

tions, in turn, felt increasingly encouraged to intervene and advise pro-

ducers and other suppliers about users’ needs and desires as determinants

of future demand.

We may call these sites mediation junctions in a corollary to Ruth Schwartz

Cowan’s proposal that understanding the consumption junctions matter

in shaping technological developments.22 Cowan was the first to argue

that the success or failure of artifacts and technical systems depended,

both practically and analytically, on the producer’s and consumer’s points

of view. She defined the consumption junction as ‘‘the place and time at

which the consumer makes choices between competing technologies,’’

and she urged scholars to turn their attention to the active roles that users

and consumers play in the development and diffusion of products. This

perspective, she argues, is vital to enabling scholars to assess why some
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technologies succeed while others fail.23 She challenged the notion that

American housewives were ‘‘slow’’ in adopting technically superior stoves

and washing machines, clinging instead to the open hearth and wringers.

Historians’ focus on the community of engineers, designers, and industrial-

ists had prevented them from offering a satisfactory explanation. All they

did was assign blame to housewives as irrational consumers, she argued.

Building on Cowan’s insights, historian Joy Parr, for example, was able to

show why automatic washing machines—which washed, rinsed, and spun

clothes without human intervention—failed to become a commercial suc-

cess in Canada during the 1950s. What the manufacturers missed, Parr

argues, was that Canadian consumers judged the machines in terms of how

they fitted into the technological system of the home, choosing controlled

water usage over automatic rinses and assessing their hard labor in terms of

personal pride.24 Cowan, Parr, and others thus demonstrated the severe

methodological limitations of focusing on designers, engineers, and pro-

ducers. These historians of technology also pointed to the shortcomings of

explaining a technology’s success or failure based on its ‘‘intrinsic’’ qual-

ities or the ‘‘irrational’’ choices of consumers.

Sociologists, too, have enriched science and technology studies greatly

by showing that social groups matter in producing artifacts and knowledge.

Cynthia Cockburn and Susan Ormrod have mapped the many constituen-

cies that were important in shaping the microwave oven’s life trajectory

from the design office through the factory to the household.25 Their study

serves as an example of how scholars may fruitfully follow an artifact’s life

cycle to flesh out the construction of technologies and their social embed-

ding.26 Recent studies have also focused on a host of social actors who were

responsible for mediating between designer and consumer communities.

The analysis of their process of mediation provided not only an entrance

for politicians to implement their visions of the properly equipped domes-

tic sphere. A focus on the mediation process, moreover, demonstrates how

the mutual articulation and alignment of product characteristics and user

requirements is shaped. Through such articulation and alignment, prod-

ucts’ characteristics, use, and users are defined, constructed, and linked. Spe-

cialized mediators and institutions—including voluntary consumer groups,

professional home economists, governmental policy makers, and corporate

advertising agencies—helped shape this mediation process.27

Cold War Kitchen grounds the mediation junction in the historically spe-

cific context of Europe in the twentieth century, when the welfare state

emerged as a major actor in the making of modern technologies, including

kitchens and housing. The collection assesses critically the transfer of the
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American kitchen from the United States to various European countries

and vice versa. The book’s authors focus on the many social and institu-

tional actors that were involved in the process of appropriation, sub-

version, and rejection. Nixon and his dutiful chroniclers indeed declared

victory for America, but that success was more graphic than concrete, as

the essays suggest. This collection of essays addresses a number of pressing

questions about technological trajectories in the context of the transat-

lantic geopolitics and the cold war era. It seeks to assess technological

choices without reverting to simple neoliberal notions of individual choice

in free-market economic arrangements to understand the mediation prac-

tices in Europe at the time. What types of social institutions were in-

volved? Moreover, what kind of expertise and knowledge did the process

generate?

We argue that authority, expertise, and representation were vulnerable to

contestation in such mediation processes. Both in response to and inde-

pendent of America’s market empire—to use Victoria de Grazia’s notion of

the era—we find specific European mediation practices in the realm of civil

society, in the domain of the state, in the economic arena, and in the mul-

tiple intersections among them.28 Given that mediation processes are the

outcome of power relations that changed in nature and quantity over

time, the question of who leads, speaks, and negotiates in this mediation

process is the key issue for historians and sociologists of science and tech-

nology as well as for researchers in cultural, media, and communication

studies.29 In recent literature on the politics of consumption in Europe,

scholars suggest how we might approach the issue of power in these medi-

ation arrangements and point to the specific European contexts of these

processes.30 We add critical notes to Cowan’s notion of the consumption

junction in the making of technological change. In fact, the studies in this

book show how important the state has been—in both the Eastern and

Western European countries—in shaping the kitchen. In most European

countries, kitchen construction was embedded in state housing policy.

This questions Nixon’s—and for that matter scholars’—exclusive focus on

the gadgets and the market in the kitchen debate.

The contributors to this volume also challenge politicians’ practice of

framing users as individual and passive consumers who are ever ready to

purchase novel goods. Nixon and Khrushchev claimed to speak for the

consumer—and for women’s liberation, in particular—but they bypassed

altogether actual consumer practices, feminist emancipation, and social

movements. Politicians cast consumers mainly as citizens whom they

needed to bind to their body politic. In contrast to Nixon and Khrushchev’s
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frame of reference, we introduce consumers as users of technological

change in a particular political context. We also offer insights into how

users sought to participate actively in the making of technological systems

such as the built environment.31 Elaborating on Cowan’s insight, sociolo-

gists of technology Nelly Oudshoorn and Trevor Pinch have shown in their

book that users matter in constructing technologies. Such construction

involves multiple users. From the invention of a product to its disposal,

users are actors in technology’s performance. They are simultaneously con-

figured, projected, and represented in the construction and mediation pro-

cess, while actual users may actively engage or reject the technologies they

use.32 In the case of the kitchen, a host of actors at the mediation junction,

each with an individual frame of meaning, projected many ideal types of

users that were inscribed in the construction of the modern kitchen.33

Middle-class social reformers and the state, for example, promoted the

hardworking full-time housewife paired with a male breadwinner. In this

configuration, the housewife used appliances as convenient tools to ease

her domestic burdens, thus benefiting the whole family. Socialists and

architects configured the emancipated modern woman as a user who was

keen on applying Taylorist principles to domestic tasks to allow her to work

outside the home for wages. This housewife was supposed to pay more

attention to the kitchen’s layout and efficient organization than to the

plethora of appliances available on the market. This modernist script for

the kitchen was nothing short of lean, clean, and stripped down. Finally,

corporations and engineers constructed the hedonistic and enchanted

housewife who dreamed of buying kitchen gadgets as an end in itself. In

scripting the hedonistic housewife in their designs, corporations sought to

create new and expanding markets for their products. Their corporate-

inspired kitchens were gadget-filled affairs.

The concept of scripts that anthropologist Madeleine Akrich developed

in elaborating on actor-network theory is most useful in analyzing the in-

scribed role model of user in artifacts like the kitchen, whether the

middle-class housewife, the emancipated modern woman, or the hedonis-

tic suburban beauty. We can build here on Akrich’s notion that, ‘‘like a film

script, technical objects define a framework of action together with the

actors and the space in which they are supposed to act.’’34 In doing so, the

attention shifts from consumption to production. The concept of script

implies only a projected user who is imagined by the designer of the arti-

fact in question. A similar perspective is taken by Steve Woolgar, with his

concept of the configured user.35 The case studies in this collection, how-

ever, explore the projected or configured users of kitchens not just as the
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brainchild of engineers but also as the imagination of politicians and

furthermore of a whole array of mediators who claim to speak on behalf

of user communities.

As they appropriated and domesticated household technology, real users

rarely lived up to such projections or configurations.36 Users intervened

directly and indirectly in the designing process. User spokespersons advised

architects, designers, and state officials on behalf of housewives to ensure

that housewives’ practices—rather than modernist aesthetics—were in-

scribed in the design. User residents also subverted and tinkered with the

modern kitchen layouts they encountered as they moved into their new

apartments. To the horror of modernist designers, users tried to squeeze in

the dining tables and beds that modernist ideology had banished, to erase

the functionalist inscription of the separation between living and eating

by razing kitchen walls, and to fill their lean-and-clean and efficiency-

inscribed work spaces with knickknacks.37

For half a century or so from the 1910s to the late 1960s, users as a social

group entered the design configuration in an organized fashion.38 In sev-

eral European countries, housewives and their advocates were able to gain

access to the consumption junction and were sanctioned as important

spokespersons for several reasons. Early on, housewives’ organizations posi-

tioned themselves as the prime domestic experts in the new design config-

urations that developed as part of the twentieth century’s large, emerging

technological systems.39 Producers such as electricity and gas utilities and

housing corporations came to realize that household technologies had to

cross a gender border on their way from male construction to female use.

Utilities, housing associations, and food manufacturers began to rely on

women experts in domestic sciences and home economics to fill their

knowledge gap between design and actual use. Other social actors also

sought out women as a user group of their new technological systems.

When many nation states began to consider it their responsibility to pro-

vide their citizens with adequate housing, governments took that responsi-

bility by enacting far-reaching laws rather than encouraging private-sector

responsibility. The Dutch housing law of 1901 and the German Weimar

constitution of 1919 stipulated this responsibility explicitly. In these

changed political and legal frames, women representatives were able to

have a hand in the blueprints of housing policy. Their interwar initiatives

and influence received an even bigger boost after World War II, when

nation states mobilized housing programs to address severe housing short-

ages in war-damaged Europe. A temporary alliance between women’s

organizations and nation states emerged in many countries. On both sides
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of the iron curtain, the ideology of the nuclear family and domesticity

became a favorite political vehicle for forging national identity. This

opened many windows of opportunity for women’s interventions in the

design and construction of domestic spaces.40

In several countries, however, the collaboration between women’s orga-

nizations and the nation state ended in the late 1960s. The U.S.-style corpo-

rate consumerism that the Marshall Plan’s policy makers advocated favored

individual consumer choice rather than centralized planning for postwar

Europe. This new gospel banished the voice of housewives from govern-

ment councils. Without a government-sanctioned voice, housewives were

left with the self-appointed spokespeople in the commercial sector to

represent them. The shift relegated women’s participation in consumer pol-

itics to the market.41 Moreover, the emerging ethos of—male-sanctioned—

professionalization and the development of new areas of expertise in the

mediation process often meant that male experts moved into women’s

place. It effectively marginalized women—both lay and professional experts

—who had been successful in forging the mediation junction during the

early part of the twentieth century. Finally, women’s experience-based

knowledge was increasingly formalized and inscribed in the appliances—a

process that went hand in hand with what Weingart has called ‘‘the triv-

ialization of technology.’’42 It rendered women advisers obsolete as the

principle negotiators of technology’s uses. This demise of a user-friendly

moment in the history of the shaping of novel technologies makes us

aware that Cowan’s consumption junction presiding over the shaping of

technological systems is a historically and geographically contingent space

of negotiation in need of further exploration.

Through the lens of the modern kitchen, the authors of this book exam-

ine the political stakes in the kitchen. The contributors map the struggle

over the kitchen as an ideological construct and a material practice in the

twentieth century. By taking into account both ideology and practice, the

scholars go beyond policy statements, advertisements, and architectural

drawings to examine the many relevant social actors in the making of this

new technological artifact. The book looks at the numerous variations on

the American kitchen (the General Motors, General Electric, and Cornell

model kitchens) and the many institutional actors that were involved

with them. In her chapter, Oldenziel explores how these American

kitchens were exported to Europe. The collection focuses on how European

user groups adopted, rejected, and renegotiated the American kitchen in

European contexts. Contributors examine existing European modernist

traditions—in particular, Margarete Schutte-Lihotzky’s famous Frankfurt
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kitchen—to see how several social actors renegotiated the diversity of Euro-

pean kitchens in the cold war contest.

Drawing on historical records from various countries, the contributors

consider a number of relevant social actors in the shaping of modern

European kitchens. They include actors from civil society, the state, and

the market. First, there were the consumers and users who were repre-

sented by housing associations, housing officials, consumer organizations,

women’s voluntary organizations, women magazine editors, husbands who

were sold on any kind of modern technology, do-it-yourself tinkerers, and

respondents to public-opinion surveys. Second, new professionals claimed

the kitchen as their own knowledge domain. These new professionals

included designers, architects, engineers, housing inspectors, home econo-

mists, social scientists, standards-of-living theorists, housing association

officials, nutritionists, medical doctors, hygienists, and standardization

advocates.43 Third, governmental agencies played an important part in

the shaping of the kitchen, particularly after World War II. This category

included party officials, local politicians, government agencies, Marshall

Plan planners, and their European Union associates. Fourth, businesses

such as utilities, household-appliance retailers, small firms, multinational

corporations, and patentees had an important stake in developing kitchens

as a new market niche. Finally, opinion leaders like women’s magazine

editors, newspaper, trade journalists, architectural critics, and government

propagandists profoundly shaped the debate about the modern meanings

of the kitchen.

The book focuses on several aspects of the kitchen debate. After dis-

cussing some of the historiographical issues at stake in the first part, the

contributors offer a close analysis of the Nixon-Khrushchev encounter itself

from both sides of the Atlantic in the second part. They then consider

the European counternarratives in the third part. The last two sections are

devoted to how the American kitchen was appropriated and contested in

the process of the transatlantic transfer. Also examined are the larger impli-

cations of these contestations.

Contributing Essays

Historians and sociologists of technology have long recognized the impor-

tance of international trade and cultural fairs. Fairs acted as popular displays

of technological innovation. They also served as international platforms

for the exchange of engineering knowledge and as places where ordinary

people learned how to consume and appropriate novelties. In the years
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before motion pictures, radio, and television, people visited nineteenth-

century world fairs to sample and experience the world. International fairs

were the workshops of the world, rituals of display, and sites of competi-

tion among nations. During the twentieth century, trade fairs also served

as governmental propaganda tools that showed off a nation’s technological

progress. Fairs also domesticated the latest innovations by presenting them

in familiar terms.

During the years of fierce superpower competition, the American gov-

ernment and its corporations used kitchens as an iconographic center to

advance the country’s market empire to Europe.44 In part I of this collec-

tion, Staging the Kitchen Debate: Nixon and Khrushchev, 1949 to 1959

(chapters 2 to 6), contributors show how fairs served as a major propaganda

platform. American officials may have proclaimed the 1959 American na-

tional exhibition in Moscow as ‘‘the most productive single psychological

effort ever launched by the U.S. in any communist country,’’ but as Greg

Castillo demonstrates in chapter 2, The American ‘‘Fat Kitchen’’ in Europe:

Postwar Domestic Modernity and Marshall Plan Strategies of Enchantment,

the 1959 ‘‘kitchen debate’’ was merely the culmination of a propaganda

campaign that had been launched over a decade earlier. Berlin was the

battleground where the ‘‘first’’ and ‘‘second’’ worlds met at a still-permeable

border in the fifteen years before the Berlin Wall was constructed in 1961.

Ever since the Berlin airlift in 1948, Europe remained the principal cold war

battleground over consumption. Berlin, in particular, served as America’s

crucial testing ground for a strategy of cold war seduction. Kitchens pro-

vided ideal visual aids in that strategy. Soon the U.S. government formed

an alliance with American companies to inundate European women’s mag-

azines, radio programs, and exhibition halls with images extolling the

American kitchen, where a woman had only to push buttons to be free

from domestic chores. America’s anticommunist cold war policies sought

to forge an alliance between labor and business under governmental aus-

pices for Western Europe. Ever since Henry Ford’s five-dollar-per-day wage

for his factory workers, it had been an article of faith in America that

workers’ high wages would spur consumption and thereby the economy.

Upgraded for the cold war, this consumption-driven policy sought to turn

workers into consumers who would raise production and wages into a veri-

table economic barricade against the rising tide of Soviet communism. At

a number of fairs, the U.S. government presented the kitchen as a major

metaphor of technological prowess and of consumer society’s abundance.

The kitchen, however, was not only a metaphor. To cold war politi-

cians like American Vice President Nixon and Soviet Premier Khrushchev,
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kitchen displays represented the diplomatic surrogate for the nuclear arms

race. In the politicians’ minds, kitchen, space, and nuclear technologies

were the principal sites of superpower competition. In examining how

American government agencies, businesses, and designers displayed the

American way of life at the American national exhibition in Moscow in

1959, Cristina Carbone—in chapter 3, Staging the Kitchen Debate: How

Splitnik Got Normalized in the United States—provides the essential ideo-

logical, political, and material context for the staging of this famous debate.

Selecting the three model kitchens for display had been practically an after-

thought, but kitchens nevertheless became the reigning icon in the U.S.-

Soviet race toward scientific and technological domination. Kitchens served

as American tools of countering the image—and the triumph—of Sputnik.

In suggesting how the American kitchen had to be normalized into an

average and typical American standard, Carbone reminds us of how the

kitchen was not naturally and inevitably irresistible. The American model

kitchen had to be made to look ordinary and affordable enough to repre-

sent the ‘‘average’’ kitchen. Her chapter also invites us to consider how

these campaigns helped domesticate other innovations into ‘‘normal’’

categories.

In American historiography—and indeed the history of the cold war—

Nixon’s triumphalism dominates. In chapter 4, ‘‘Our Kitchen Is Just as

Good’’: Soviet Responses to the American Kitchen, Susan E. Reid tells

the much-needed alternative story of the American kitchen debate from

the Soviet side. Her chapter looks at how Soviet visitors to the 1959 Ameri-

can national exhibition in Moscow viewed the American kitchen. She

narrates their ambivalent responses, which ranged from enthusiastic accep-

tance to outright rejection. Khrushchev, for example, both admired and

condemned the American kitchen. Average Russian fairgoers met the dis-

plays of affluence with skepticism. Reid shows how Soviets sought to chal-

lenge the capitalist commodity fetishism with an alternative socialist vision

of domestic consumption and design choices.

The connections between consumer technologies and military innova-

tions were close and complex in other ways as well. Kitchens could func-

tion as tools of normalization of radical technologies. Dutch boosters of

nuclear energy arranged for the American car corporation General Motors

to mount its futuristic kitchen at the Amsterdam atom exhibit in 1957 to

encourage public acceptance of nuclear energy. While GM’s traveling

Kitchen of Tomorrow exhibit had toured several other European cities,

Dutch organizers sought to ‘‘domesticate’’ nuclear energy through the

kitchen display as a way of convincing the Dutch public of nuclear techno-
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logy’s potential for peaceful applications. GM staged a fake prototype kitch-

en design with hired actors to entice the public with a product that the

company neither produced nor sold. As Irene Cieraad argues in chapter 5,

The Radiant American Kitchen: Domesticating Dutch Nuclear Energy,

however, the local press and the public greeted the kitchen’s futuristic

looks, its science-fictional automation, and its modern communication

with suppliers with much more enthusiasm than the model of the

nuclear-power plant. Cieraad’s story invites us to contemplate how local

actors used—and even subverted—the wider iconic appeal of the American

kitchen for purposes other than what the designers had in mind. It is an

example of how the kitchen normalized, domesticated, and stabilized a

controversial and potentially lethal technology that had little to do with

food preparation.

In the same year that the Dutch organizers of the atom exhibit requested

General Motors’ Frigidaire Kitchen of Tomorrow, the Yugoslavian state

invited another exhibit closely linked to kitchen displays. U.S. businessmen

toured not only kitchens but also American-style supermarkets across

Europe. Supermarkets were of interest because they linked individual free

choice at the end of the food chain with standardized mass production of

food within an industrialized agriculture at its inception. Supermarkets

also sought to integrate private households into larger technical systems

through the cooling chain (refrigerators, refrigerated cars for transporting

foods and goods, and an individually owned car). While the U.S. govern-

ment and corporate America were interested in exporting the American

way of life, Tito and local actors had their own agenda in opening the

doors to Supermarket USA, as Shane Hamilton shows in chapter 6, Super-

market USA Confronts State Socialism: Airlifting the Technopolitics of

Industrial Food Distribution into Cold War Yugoslavia. For the Yugoslavian

state, the exhibit was intended primarily not to attract consumers but to

demonstrate to recalcitrant independent farmers the possibility of reform-

ing agricultural production practices. Thus, Hamilton opens the broader

framework in which modern kitchens were embedded. He points to how

the kitchen functioned as a node in the food chain and the consumption

regime. The frozen foods displayed needed supermarkets to link country-

side and markets. Refrigerators that linked distribution and consumption

at home were also part of the chain. Individual consumption thus

depended on standardized, industrial, and mass-produced food in the agri-

cultural sector at the beginning of the food chain. Supermarkets forced the

integration of private households into larger technical systems involving a

chain of cooling techniques from refrigerated trucks and trains to transport
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systems, individually owned cars, and refrigerators. Hamilton’s study

reveals the increasing complexity of the technological systems, showing

that the subjects of technological transfer were not artifacts but sociotech-

nical systems. He illustrates how the temporary alliance of the capitalist

(the U.S. government and corporate America) and socialist (the Yugoslavian

socialist state) consumption junction involved a host of actors, and he

demonstrates how local actors may project different meanings onto techni-

cal innovations despite intentions to the contrary.

Cold war propaganda and historiography have framed the Nixon-

Khrushchev kitchen debate as a major point of reference about the winner

of the cold war (America), the triumph of individual consumption (gad-

gets), and the appeal of the American kitchen (consumerism). This tri-

umphalism has spilled over to current interpretations of the emergence of

consumer culture in the 1950s. A number of contributors to this book show

that the much-celebrated consumption junction of technological develop-

ment, as classically articulated by Ruth Schwartz Cowan, goes beyond the

roles played by the market and individual consumers. Many other social

actors and institutions, such as the nation state and civil organizations,

were involved. The contributions in part II, European Kitchen Politics:

Users and Multiple Modernities, 1890s to 1970s (chapters 7 to 9), demon-

strate that the American kitchen —while a spectacular diplomatic and sym-

bolic success of true Hollywood proportions—made much less of an impact

on Europe’s building practices. The American triumphalist interpretation of

the kitchen debate has sidelined the material practices of a specific Euro-

pean coalition of modernizers linked to the welfare state.

Perhaps more surprisingly, the gadget-filled suburban American kitchen

operated principally as a symbol. By contrast, the efficient, urban European

kitchen was a grand success, even if it never received the same public-

relations attention or fame as its American counterpart. In chapter 7, The

Frankfurt Kitchen: The Model of Modernity and the ‘‘Madness’’ of Tradi-

tional Users, 1926 to 1933, Martina Heßler explores a long-neglected but

rich European tradition that existed long before the American kitchen

splashed onto the scene. A design configuration that was specifically Euro-

pean brought together a coalition of local politicians, reformers, architects,

and women’s groups. By introducing Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky’s Frank-

furt kitchen, Heßler offers an example of European design tradition as part

of the city’s urban housing coalition during the 1920s. The design was to

become the standard reference model for kitchen debates throughout

the cold war. Appropriating Taylor’s scientific-management principles, the

architect sought to rationalize work to relieve housewives from the burden
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of domestic work. She expected that this ‘‘progress’’ would allow women to

work outside the home for wages and that this would facilitate their social

and political emancipation. Frankfurt housewives thought otherwise, how-

ever. They protested against the architect’s rules and ideas that were

inscribed in the kitchen’s design. Working-class housewives tinkered with

the kitchen and other technological arrangements to make them fit better

into their daily routines. Heßler calls attention to the historically specific

European design configuration and documents the process of (re)appropri-

ation in the user phase of technological developments.

By analyzing the gap between modernist ideals and housewives’ prac-

tices, the challenges of the configured user come into clearer focus in

Esra Akcan’s contribution, chapter 8, Civilizing Housewives versus Par-

ticipatory Users: Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky in the Employ of the Turkish

Nation State. Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky was unable to resolve tensions

between the architects who sought to civilize housewives and the recalci-

trant users of the modern kitchen in Frankfurt. In Turkey, however, she

tried to negotiate the gap. The modern, rational European kitchen had

turned into an icon and building block of the emerging Turkish nation

state after the 1908 revolution. Schütte-Lihotzky’s design of the Frankfurt

kitchen, representing the pinnacle of modern life, circulated widely in

Turkish magazines during the 1920s and 1930s. Girls’ Institutes, founded

in key Turkish cities beginning in 1928, served as important vehicles in

instructing women how to be modern efficient housewives. After the Nazi

takeover of Germany and Austria forced Schütte-Lihotzky to emigrate, the

Turkish government invited her to participate in the nation’s modernist

building program. While she participated in the state’s push for the mod-

ernization and Westernization of Turkey, Schütte-Lihotzky expressed reluc-

tance about involving herself in the design of kitchens. She recognized

how the modern kitchen was inscribed as an exclusive female sphere, rein-

forcing women’s redomestication rather than the liberation that she had

once predicted. She nevertheless translated the political and ethical aspira-

tions of the Frankfurt kitchen to her designs for Turkish village schools,

while searching for ways to open up design possibilities where local peas-

ants’ voices could be heard and incorporated. By analyzing the modern

kitchen and the rationalization of the household, Akcan succeeds in show-

ing how the tensions between Western and Eastern ways in Turkey were

discussed, hybridized, and translated in Schütte-Lihotzky’s later work, when

she sought to configure users as active agents of the built environment.

Even if Schütte-Lihotzky maintains her status as a pioneer in modern

kitchen design, her contribution needs to be considered in the context of
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the long tradition of women’s participation in shaping domestic spaces.

The process of appropriating the modern kitchen is part of a rich context.

In 1927, Dutch women’s organizations brought home from Germany the

example of the Frankfurt kitchen, redesigned the model to fit local Dutch

circumstances, and promoted it among their members throughout the

country. Dutch women’s organizations (and there is no reason to believe

they were unique in the Western world) had been at the forefront of the

designing, testing, and promoting of household appliances as early as

1915, Liesbeth Bervoets argues in chapter 9, ‘‘Consultation Required!’’

Women Coproducing the Modern Kitchen in the Netherlands, 1920 to

1970. Their tinkering found its way to the furniture company Bruynzeel in

the 1930s, when the company attempted to incorporate the design into a

model that could be mass produced. As part of a governmental building

program to ameliorate the dramatic housing shortage after World War II,

the Bruynzeel kitchen entered a million households to become the Dutch

standard for many years. Bervoets illuminates the technological transfer

from Germany to the Netherlands and documents how user groups posi-

tioned themselves as producers of new consumer goods in the design phase

of technological development. The chapter points to a specific European

mediation junction by showing the interplay between the (local) state,

user groups, and user professionals. The contributions in part II thus pres-

ent the counternarrative to the American triumphialist representation to

the modern kitchen. Part III, Transatlantic Technological Transfer: Appro-

priating and Contesting the American Kitchen (chapters 10 to 12) focuses

on how a complex process of appropriation and rejection occurs when

European and American traditions interacted with each other.

In Europe, the American kitchen assumed a range of meanings when

users appropriated it. The British welfare state was responsible for designing

and manufacturing the modern kitchen, but most residents interpreted the

British state-subsidized kitchen as originating from and symbolizing Amer-

ica. In chapter 10, The Nation State or the United States? The Irresistible

Kitchen of the British Ministry of Works, 1944 to 1951, Julian Holder tells

the story of state-designed kitchens inspired by the Frankfurt kitchen,

Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion house, and the U.S. Defense Department’s

housing models. During World War II, the Ministry of Works commis-

sioned kitchen designs as the central component in its campaigns for both

mass-produced temporary housing and the peacetime conversion of the

wartime aluminum industry. During a period of austerity and reconstruc-

tion, British consumers appropriated the innovative, standardized British

design, believing it to be of (streamlined) American origin. As a central
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feature of the state’s construction of 156,000 postwar emergency houses,

the kitchens proved to be so popular with the women who used them that

the temporary design, intended to be used for only ten years, lasted well

into the cold war era. The state-subsidized kitchen design set standards for

modern kitchen design that were largely unmatched in the private sector.

In a perverse misreading of postwar politics, British consumers projected

private enterprise and American attitudes onto public services. The resi-

dents attributed the government’s unexpected ‘‘luxuries’’ of the prefab

kitchens to America instead of to the British welfare state. Holder’s research

provides many details about the technological transfer from military to

civilian uses and also probes the negotiations between European and

American traditions and innovations. Finally, he points to the difference

between designers’ intent and actual use.

In chapter 11, Managing Choice: Constructing the Socialist Consump-

tion Junction in the German Democratic Republic, Karin Zachmann offers

a key counterpoint to the existing Anglo-Saxon literature. She focuses on

the configuration of the state and the economy in the absence of a well

functioning civil society. Zachmann maps the models, concepts, and nego-

tiations that were linked to kitchen design and the mechanization of

housework in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in the 1950s. Com-

munication among planners, architects, producers, retailers, and users was

a central challenge for the proper functioning of a nationalized economy.

This chapter shows how the East German state sought to regulate this

communication in an attempt to construct a state socialist consumption

junction in an orderly and planned fashion. Zachmann analyzes how the

various stakeholders in this socialist consumption junction negotiated

notions about housework and kitchen models and shaped relationships

of power and gender. She questions the extent to which users were able to

influence the production of goods. Zachmann finally reminds us that the

kitchen debate was an internal affair that divided stakeholders within the

socialist state as well.

Politically squeezed between East and West, Finland offers a case in

point. In chapter 12, What’s New? Women Pioneers and the Finnish State

Meet the American Kitchen, Kirsi Saarikangas notes that Finnish visitors

were unimpressed when in 1961 they toured the American kitchen display

that had been the backdrop to the famous 1959 Nixon-Khrushchev de-

bate. Americans, the Finns felt, did not have the sole claim on modernity.

Saarikangas introduces the Finnish kitchen as both a mediator between

American models and modernist European traditions and as a bridge

between West and East. As parts of the national debate about the modern-
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ization of Finnish housing, kitchens and bathrooms figured prominently.

Women professionals—from architects to household scientists and teachers

—were in the spotlight during the 1920s and 1930s. Finnish professional

women, like their Dutch counterparts, believed that a new generation of

modern women could be socialized to act simultaneously as active house-

wives and economically self-supporting women if the kitchen were trans-

formed. After World War II, architects and planners increasingly looked to

the United States for inspiration, yet Finland achieved international fame

for its own excellent design. Finland exported kitchens to West Germany,

Sweden, and the Soviet Union. It became a portal in the iron curtain and

mediated its kitchen for the Soviet Union. Saarikangas’s contribution thus

offers details about the multifaceted technological transfer of the American

kitchens and about the role played by women professionals as mediators in

the uniquely positioned country of Finland.

The kitchen debate is framed as a central focus or even a fetish of the

cold war. Finally, in part IV, Spreading Kitchen Affairs: Empowering Users?

(chapters 13 and 14), Ruth Oldenziel and Matthew Hilton challenge the

historiography of the kitchen debate. The export of the American kitchen

is a tangled affair. Oldenziel, in chapter 13, Exporting the American Cold

War Kitchen: Challenging Americanization, Technological Transfer, and

Domestication, situates the export of consumerism within critical scholar-

ship on the American kitchen. She points to the multiple design and build-

ing traditions in the United States and the multiple ways that these

American traditions were either ignored or reworked to suit local circum-

stances and questions the very existence of the American kitchen as a wide-

spread practice. In chapter 14, The Cold War and the Kitchen in a Global

Context: The Debate over the United Nations Guidelines on Consumer

Protection, Matthew Hilton debunks the kitchen debate’s centrality by

placing it in a larger time frame and in a global context. He focuses on con-

sumers as active agents and part of social movements who seek to represent

users politically on a transnational stage. Despite the rhetoric to the con-

trary, the apostles of Western consumer culture during the cold war were

remarkably uninterested in the consumer as a living subject, real user, or

active agent in the shaping of new consumer goods. Hilton underscores how

consumers created their own organizations. In analyzing the development

of the European and American consumer movements, the author explores

how organized consumers within the free-market economy reenacted the

contradictory positions on the kitchen that Nixon and Khrushchev had

defended in Moscow. The fierce dispute between the statesmen on whether

free choice in the market or equal provision by the state served the con-
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sumer better neatly paralleled the confrontation between two leading advo-

cates of consumer policy at the United Nations. While the first advocated

an unfettered marketplace catering to the consumer as an individual shop-

per, the other argued for more regulations to provide as many consumers as

possible with access to basic necessities and to ensure that consumers were

not harmed. Hilton acknowledges the contests among the state, the econ-

omy, and civil society in defining consumption for Europe. In so doing,

he takes issue with the exclusive nation-state frame to argue for the impor-

tance of transnational configurations of design and use.
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